Dr. Scott Parazynski has lived and traveled all over the world, spending many of
his grade school and high school years in places such as Dakar, Senegal; Beirut,
Lebanon; Tehran, Iran; and Athens, Greece. A graduate of Stanford University and
Stanford Medical School, he went on to train at Harvard and in Denver in
preparation for a career in emergency medicine and trauma. Dr. Parazynski has
numerous publications in the field of space physiology with particular expertise in
human adaptation to stressful environments.
In 1992 he was selected to join NASA’s Astronaut Corps and eventually flew 5
Space Shuttle Missions and conducted 7 spacewalks (EVAs). In his 17 years as an
Astronaut, he served in numerous senior leadership roles, including EVA Branch
Chief and the Lead Astronaut for Space Shuttle Thermal Protection System
Inspection & Repair (in the aftermath of the Space Shuttle Columbia tragedy).
Mission highlights include a global ozone mapping mission on STS-66; leading the
first joint US-Russian spacewalk during STS-86 while docked to the Russian space
station Mir; serving as Senator John Glenn’s crewmate and “personal physician”
during STS-95; and conducting EVA assembly of the Canadian-built space station
arm during STS-100.
In October 2007, Dr. Parazynski led the EVA team on STS-120, a highly complex
space station assembly flight, during which he performed 4 EVAs (becoming only
the second astronaut to perform four EVAs on a single Space Shuttle mission). The
fourth and final EVA is regarded by many as one of the most challenging and
dangerous ever performed. During the EVA he was positioned by a 90-foot robotic
boom farther than any orbiting astronaut had ever ventured from the safety of
their airlock. During this EVA he had to r...
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Testimonials
“No human has taken the adventure of life to its absolute furthest edges like
Scott Parazynski. He did it through imagination, perseverance, good humor and a
bottomless capacity for work, and this book tells it all, clear and amazing. If
you`re ever asked to do a spacewalk, go out into the universe with Scott. You
won’t be disappointed.”
- Chris Hadfield, best-selling author of An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth, You Are Here
and The Darkest Dark.

“Scott Parazynski’s drive, curiosity, inventiveness, and great humor shine
through the pages of The Sky Below and will certainly inspire future generations
to pursue their dreams with every fiber in their being.”
- John Glenn, NASA astronaut.
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